USM Haller Table

The flexible and stable design
of the USM Haller table can be
easily modified to support the
ever-changing needs of individuals and offices. The tables
are available in a wide range of
sizes and surfaces to expand
the functional design. Their flexible application allows them
to be used in work, meeting or
home environments creating
a perfect complement to the
USM Haller storage system.

Functional

The USM Haller Table, designed more than 50 years
ago, integrates seamlessly with the USM Haller
storage system thanks to its timeless elegance and
functional concept.

Ergonomic

The patented height adjustment system allows
the height of this table to be manually adjusted from
27-34", to meet individual user requirements. This
makes the USM Haller table ideally suited for desk
sharing.

Versatile

Smart accessories extend the table’s functionality
and allow room for a wide range of applications.
The adapatation points, cable baskets and grommet
hatches provide efficient cable organization, storage
and network access.
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Classic

Plus

Designed over 50 years ago, the USM Haller Table is recognized as a modern design classic. The simple aesthetics harmonize perfectly with the USM Haller storage system. A variety
of accessories can be adapted to the table allowing room for
further expansion and functionality.

The USM Haller Plus Table has two removable adaptation
points that enable various accessories to be quickly and easily
inserted and provide for streamlined cabling. For the wiring
solution, the adaptation points are removed, the cables
placed in the guide and the adaptation points reinserted in
the tabletop. An additional cable basket can be attached under
the tabletop that stores all cables together and conceals
them elegantly.

Measurements
30"W/30"D/29"H			30"W/30"D/15"H
39"W/39"D/29"H			39"W/39"D/15"H
49"W/30"D/29"H *
59"W/30"D/29"H *
59"W/39"D/29"H *
69"W/30"D/29"H *
69"W/39"D/29"H *
79"W/30"D/29"H *
79"W/39"D/29"H *
89"W/30"D/29"H *
89"W/39"D/29"H *
99"W/30"D/29"H *
99"W/39"D/29"H *
120"W/30"D/29"H
120"W/39"D/29"H

Measurements
49"W/30"D/29"H *
59"W/30"D/29"H *
59"W/39"D/29"H *
69"W/30"D/29"H
69"W/39"D/29"H *
79"W/30"D/29"H *
79"W/39"D/29"H *
120"W/30"D/29"H
120"W/39"D/29"H

* Available with manual height adjustment from 27"– 34"

Wire Management
– Optional cable basket with access below the tabletop
– Optional grommet hatch in 3 locations
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* Available with manual height adjustment from 27"– 34"

Wire Management
– Two removable adaptation points for up to four accessories
– Optional cable basket with access from the front or back
below the tabletop
– Optional grommet hatch in 3 locations
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Access

Advanced

The USM Haller Access Table is the ideal solution for conference
and meeting purposes as well as for a home office. The tabletop
slides away to allow access to the integrated cable tray, which
offers a generous amount of storage space and organizing
options for cables and power strips. For access to the network
and electric connections an additional grommet hatch is required on the table surface.

The USM Haller Advanced Table is the ideal solution for adding a
variety of accessories with the most efficient cable management.
In addition to the fixed adaptation points, the Advanced table
also offers a sliding tabletop. It slides forward to allow access
to the cable tray for cable storage and organization. Accessories
attached to the adaptation points as well as all personal items on
the table do not have to be removed to access the cable tray.

Measurements
49"W/30"D/29"H
59"W/30"D/29"H
59"W/39"D/29"H
69"W/30"D/29"H
69"W/39"D/29"H
79"W/30"D/29"H
79"W/39"D/29"H

Measurements
49"W/30"D/29"H
59"W/30"D/29"H
59"W/39"D/29"H
69"W/30"D/29"H
69"W/39"D/29"H
79"W/30"D/29"H
79"W/39"D/29"H

All tables are available with manual height adjustment from 27"– 34"

All tables are available with manual height adjustment from 27"– 34"

Wire Management
– Fixed cable tray, access from above by sliding away the tabletop
– Grommet hatch is required to access cables

Wire Management
– Two fixed adaptation points for up to four accessories
– Fixed cable tray, access from above by sliding away the tabletop
– Optional grommet hatch in 3 locations
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Accessories
USM Haller
1		Universal support

Mounts to the table frame to hold various
accessories.

5 USM Privacy Panels
	Can be attached to the long side to ensure
individuality and privacy for people working
at tables configured as a block station.

2		Flat screen swing arm

49"W/14"H or 28"H
59"W/14"H or 28"H
69"W/14"H or 28"H
79"W/14"H or 28"H
89"W/14"H or 28"H
99"W/14"H or 28"H
119"W/14"H or 28"H

The flat screen panel attaches to a uni
versal plate (VESA standard) on the swing
arm. Height-adjustable, rotating and
pivoting swing arm.
3		Grommet hatch
		Flush with the table surface in three
location options. Flips up to guide cables
below the surface.
4		Cable tray

Stores power strips (8) and cables; the
cover can be recessed with two top openings. Table depth increases to over 31.5".
Available in the following table lengths:
30"
39"
49"
59"
69"
79"

8b

CPU holder
Mounts under the table. For CPUs with max.
dimensions of 55" and weighing up to 44
pounds.

9		Front and side panel

A black mesh fabric attaches to the front
and/or sides under the table frame.

6 Cable guide
		Clips to the table leg. Directs cables to the
power source.

		Available in the following table lengths:
30"
		39"
		49"
		59"
		69"
		79"

7		Link chain

10		Cable wire basket

Holds and directs cables to the power
source. Flexible and adjustable to various
lengths.

Mounts to the underside of the work
surface and tilts to insert the cables.
11		Material tray

CPU holder
	Mounts to the table frame. An adjustable
strap ensures a secure fit for most standard
CPUs.

Mounts to the left or right underside of the
table frame. Pivots discreetly below the
work surface.

8a

Height adjustment
	Manual height adjustment with a removable handle.
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Accessories
USM Haller Plus / Access / Advanced
1

Flat screen support*
Screens are mounted onto the bracket
(VESA standard), which are inserted
directly into one of the adaptation points.
Rotating and pivoting joint for the screen.

1a

Mounting options at different heights
for screens weighing up to 17 pounds.

1b

Continuous height adjustment for
screens weighing up to 26 pounds.

2 Flat screen support bar*
	The bracket is connected to the adaptation
points, and the screens are fixed using
an attachment panel (VESA standard).
Screens can be mounted at different
heights and adjusted with pivoting
ball joints.
3 Grommet hatch
	Flush with the table surface in three location options. Flips up to guide cables below
the surface.
4 USB adapter*
	Adapter can be integrated in either
of the adaptation points.

5 Lamp peg*
	The peg can be installed in either
adaptation points to support a task lamp
with support bracket.
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9

Modesty Panels
A black mesh fabric attaches to the front
and/or sides under the table frame.
Available in the following table lengths:
30"
39"
49"
59"
69"
79"

Privacy Panels*
Attaches to the front, side or across
the table frame.
59"W/14"H or 28"H
119"W/14"H or 28"H
69"W/14"H or 28"H
79"W/14"H or 28"H
89"W/14"H or 28"H
99"W/14"H or 28"H

10 Cable wire basket
	Mounts to the underside of the work
surface and tilts to insert the cables.

7

Link chain
Holds and directs cables to the power
source. Flexible and adjustable to
various lengths.

11		 Material
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CPU holder
Mounts under the table. For CPUs with max.
dimensions of 55" and weighing up to 44
pounds.

12 Height adjustment
	Manual height adjustment from 27-34" with
a removable handle.

tray
Mounts to the left or right underside of the
table frame. Pivots discreetly below the
work surface.

* Only available for USM Haller Plus and Advanced.
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Surfaces & colors

Laminate

Powder-coated
MDF

Linoleum

Lacquered
wood veneer

Laminate surfaces
are composed of a
synthetic resin and
are highly durable,
as they are extremely resistant to
wear, denting and
scratching. A thin,
black resin strip borders the table.

Composed of natural
wood materials, the
medium-density
fiberboard (MDF) is
finished with a thin
powder coating for
an overall protective
seal. The result is
a durable, scratch
and impact resistant
tabletop.

Linoleum has a leatherlike quality created
from an inlay of natural
components and
sustainable materials,
including linseed oil
and wood. It is also
slightly elastic and has
antistatic properties
that help keep dust
from settling on its
surface.

The lacquered tabletops are treated
with a water-based
solvent creating a
slightly glossy sheen,
making the wood
more resistant to
scratches.

Pearl gray
laminate

Pure white
RAL 9010

Black linoleum

Natural lacquered
beech veneer

Pastel gray
laminate

Light gray
RAL 7035

USM matte silver

Mid-gray
RAL 7005

Ash linoleum

Natural lacquered
oak veneer

Light mid-gray
laminate

Anthracite
RAL 7016

Graphite black
RAL 9011

Steel blue
RAL 5011

Charcoal linoleum

Black lacquered
oak veneer

Dark warm gray
laminate

Gentian blue
RAL 5010

USM green

Golden yellow
RAL 1004

Pebble linoleum

Pure orange
RAL 2004

USM ruby red

USM brown

Mauve linoleum

Lead time
10–12 weeks

Lead time
14-16 weeks

USM beige
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Oiled
wood veneer

Glass

Back painted etched
glass (Acilux):

The natural oiled tabletops are finished with
a high-quality matte
surface, which brings
out the grain structure
of the wood.

Transparent glass: The ¾" clear, float glass is
finished with a polished surface.

The ¾" low iron,
back painted glass is
finished with a matte
surface. A 1/16"
bevelled edge borders
all tables.

White oiled
oak veneer

Transparent glass

Pure white
RAL 9010

Light gray
RAL 7035

USM matte silver

Mid-gray
RAL 7005

Pure white
RAL 9010

Anthracite
RAL 7016

Graphite black
RAL 9011

Steel blue
RAL 5011

Light gray
RAL 7035

Gentian blue
RAL 5010

USM green

Golden yellow
RAL 1004

Mid-gray
RAL 7005

Pure orange
RAL 2004

USM ruby red

USM brown

Anthracite
RAL 7016

Natural oiled
oak veneer

Natural oiled
walnut veneer

Back painted clear glass: The ¾" clear, float glass
is finished with a polished surface.

Graphite black
RAL 9011

Brown oiled
oak veneer

USM beige

Steel blue
RAL 5011
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